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"Y" Cabinets Select
Christmas Pageant
Character Nominees
Voting for the coveted roles of Madonna and Joseph in the Christmas
Pageant, sponsored by YWCA, YMCA, and the Madrigals, will take place
Monday, December third.
This year the following people are
candidates for Madonna: Adrienne
Anderson, Joan Alls, Beverly Belt,
Glenna Orrell Bennett, Barbara Cooper, Nancy Gardner, Martha Goodwin, Carol McCormick, Anne Warren,
and Ginny Wilson.
The girl receiving the highest number of votes from the student body
will portray the Madonna, while the
runner-up will be the first angel. Two
more angels have been added to the
Nativity Scene this year and they will
bev ~"presented by the two girls receiving the next highest number of
votes. All other candidates will take
part in the program in some capacity.
One of the following men will be
elected to portray Joseph: Norman
Miller, Kevin Miller, Eldon Padgett,
Bob Mclnturff, Stuart Inglehart, and
Sonny Wine.
All candidates were nominated by
the YWCA-YMCA Cabinets for their
outstanding Christian character and
spirit displayed on campus.
For the first time the pageant will
be presented during Wednesday Assembly rather than in a special program as has been the custom.

Watch For
Junior Class Night
Madison College, Harrisonburg, Virginia, Friday, November 16,1956

Orchesis Schedules
Year's Dance Plans
Shirley Brankley, Orchesis president, announces that two groups are
planning to perform for local high
schools in December. One group,
leader Betty Humphries, Shirley
Brankley, Reisa Frank, Marie Foster,
Sandra Slade, and Gerry Bias, is preparing dances for the Greensboro, N.
C. Art Forum, and to present to
Broadway High School girls.
One dance in progress is called
"Remembered Faces", inspired by
Thomas Wolfe and performed to
"Quiet City," by Aaron Copeland.
Plans for a dance based upon the
short story, "Flight", by John Steinbeck is being choregraphed by Shirley Brankley.
Betty Robert's group is working on
a "jester's" dance based upon medieval
music and historical influences, including the dance of death and employing masks. This group, Betty
Roberts, Gerry Bias, and Barbara
Bowers will present a demonstration
at Turner-Ashby High School.
Sandra Slades' group, Joan Buchanan, Barbara Edwards, Mary Ann
Potzler, Gladys Ramerez, and Barbara
Brown, is preparing "The Fable of
the Donkey", a dance drama for children, which will pz presented to local
elementary schools.
Orchesis plans the showing of 3
dance films by the Physical Education Department on November 28 and
29. The titles are: "Contemporary
dance in Four Colleges," "The Barrel", and "Dance Demonstration."

Block Plan Afford Experience
For Visiting Student Teachers

Stratford Presents Broyles In Drama,
Curtain Rings Up On "Outward Bound"

/

Appearing at eight tonight at Eddie Broyles, Richard Floge, Joe Purdham, Stewart Iglehart, Mary
Ellen Choate, and Danny O'Donnell. Also, Shirley Humphries, Paul Wenger, and Patsy Wheeler.
On Friday and Saturday nights,
November 16 and 17, the Stratford
Players of Madison College, under the
direction of Dr. Mary Latimer, will
present their fall production, "Outward Bound", a play in three acts by
Sutton Vance.
"Outward Bound" is an English
play and has recently been presented
af the University of Maryland. The
scene is set in the lounge on board
a small ship at the present time.
The rather small passenger list consists of Scrubby (Richard Fogle), the
bartender on the ship who is typically
English and attends to the needs of
the passengers; Ann and Henry
(Mary Ellen Choate and Danny
O'Donald), a young couple obviously
in love, but apparently nervous about
some secret they seem to have; Mr.
Prior (Eddie Broyles), a young man
who displays the cocksureness of one
who relies on stimulants quite often;
Mrs. Cliveden-Bands (Shirley Humphries), a very haughty Englishwoman, quite proud of her hyphenated name; Rev. William Duke (Stewart Iglehart), an earnest young
clergyman;
Mrs.
Midget
(Patsy
Wheeler), a poor, simple charwoman
with a cockney accent; Mr. Lingley
(Joe Purdham), a loud, unpleasant
middle-aged businessman; and Rev.
Frank Themson (Robert Hammer).
Assistant producers are Barbara
Smith and Joann Snead. Connie Faulder, stage manager, will be assisted

For the student teachers of the secondary level, the block plan system
provides an opportunity to live off
campus in apartments or private
homes near their assigned schools during an eight weeks period of student
On Tuesday, November 27, the secteaching. The purpose of this is to ond program of the Community Conacquaint student teachers with a life cert Series, will be presented in Wilsimilar to that of a regular teacher.
son Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
During this eight week period they
Featuring "The Song Masters", a
will attend no classes and will have male quartet, the program will include
little contact with the college except selections of classic, sacred, spiritual,
when visited by instructors from folk, and modern songs.
Madison. Student teachers will be
Members of the quartet are: John
visited by these instructors four times Peterson and Jack Prigmore, tenors;
during this eight week period and Joseph Frederic, baritone; and Ivar
once by the director of student teach- Ivarson, bass. The group is accoming.
panied by Helena Kaprielian.
The quartet is currently on the
Although every girl is unable to
fourth
sold-old national tour. They
take advantage of this system because
.of conflict in class schedules, the first record for King Records.
The Community Concert Series ticeight weeks of this semester nineteen
girls went away on the block plan. kets are sold by the season and none
Those who taught were: Margaret are available for individual performAnderson, Beverly Pleasants, Betsy ances.
Dewitt, Jenny Lynn Sheaffer, and
Peggy Tucker at Arlington County;
and Page Borst at Culpepper.
This eight weeks twenty students
are teaching on the block plan. They
are: Tish Quarles, Betty Harrellson,
and Elsie Davis at Wakefield High;
Polly Moroni at Thomas Jefferson Jr.
High; Mary Lou Harnesburger at
Washington and Lee, all in Arlington;
Mary Ashton at Mt. Vernon, and
Barbara Lund at McLean High, in
Fairfax;'Anita Webb and Hilda Winkleman at Falls Church High.
Also, Joan Harvey, Louise Burnette, Bessie Smalts, and Nancy Dixon
at Albemarle County High in Charlottesville; Bertha Jane Owens at
Lane in Charlottesville; Elinor Ritchie
and Anna Ruth Burnette at Clark
County High in Berryville; Shirley
Smith and Suzanne C-arst at James
Wood-in Winchester; Reba Heishman
at Waynesboro High; and Betty May
National American Education. Week was celebrated on campus
Blankenbaker and Anna Hollowed at
with the arrival of visiting high school students.
Culpepper High.

Concert Features
'The Song Masters'

No^

by. Paul Wenger. Handling the set,
props, lighting and sound effect are
Marguerite Bateman, Lucy Cole,
Ailene Cross, Peggy Cupp, Annie
Laurie Daniel, Jean Fitzgerald, Shirley Humphries, Shirley Ann Mowles,
Dora Mae Rojrinson, Barbara Smith,
Patsy Wheeler, and Ann Younkins.
Designing and applying make-up are
Pat Lumpkin, Ann Younkins, Judy
Vought, and Mary McConnell.
Ushers serving will be Pat Asbell,
Betsy Auten, Carolyn Bilhammer,
Avis Mackey, Jane Gilbert, Helen
Warren, Ailene Cross, Pat Biscoe,
Betty Jo Myers, and Peggy Cupp.
Jackie Oliver and Nancy Lynn are in
charge of tickets.

Yowell Tells Social
Service Advantages
Mrs. Flora R. Yowell, Field Repre- ;
sentative of the Virginia Department
of Welfare and Institutions will lead
a group discussion on November 27
in Alumnae Hall, 3:30 to 5:00 p.m. on
various aspects of social service work.
All interested students from Mary
Baldwin, Bridgewater, and Madison
Colleges will participate. Also represented will be the Eastern Mennonite
School.
Mrs. Yowell will speak on the advantages and factors to be considered
if choosing social service as a future
career.

"Goating" For Dance Clubs Begins
As German, Cotillion Extend Bids
Look out, Madison, "goating" for
both German and Bluestone Cotillion
Dance Clubs officially begins Monday,
November 19 at 6 a.m. and lasts until
6 p.m., Tuesday, November 20.
Girls dressed in black and displaying their white shield and crown crested with the green G, typify the German goat. Cotillion goats will be seen
attired in navy blue and wearing blue
banners with Cotillion written on
them.
At this time, the "goats", or initiates, must do whatever an old member so desires, as long as it is not to
the extreme. Buying gifts or scrubbing clothes are not considered, but
in the appointment book of each goat
will be requests to make beds, clean
!
o

Tuberculosis Drive Set
After Thanksgiving

rooms; or write letters.
This is a period, of singing and mad
rushing as all goats assemble on the
dining hall porch to sing their club
song before lunch and dinner.

Panhellenic Plans
'Christmas Crystals'
For Holiday Dance
"Christmas Crystals" is the theme
selectee! for the annual Christmas
dance sponsored by Panhellenic Council.
Held on Saturday, Dec. 8, music
will befurnished by the V.M.I. Commanders from 8:30 to 12:00 p.m. in
Reed Gym. Bids will go on sale
shortly following Thanksgiving for
$3.50, inclusive of both the dance and
concert.

The concert will be Saturday afterDecember 3-7 has been set aside for noon at 4:00 p.m., also in Reed Gym.
the annual sale of Christmas Seals Tickets may be purchased for the
for the ^Tuberculosis Association of concert only at 50 cents.
Rockingham County.
Reed Gym will become transformed
for
the dance through such interestPledges of Sigma Sigma Sigma Soing
decorations
as a suspended white
rority, under the leadership of Nancy
globe
in
the
ceiling,
reflecting the
Gunter will conduct the 1956 drive.
If every student at Madison will con- color scheme of white, light blue and
Winter scenery and actual
tribute just 15 cents, the goal of silver.
evergreen
trees add to the crystalline
$150.00 can be reached and surpassed.
theme.
Funds raised during this annual
The traditional dance figure will
Christmas Seal Drive are. used for
health education, case finding, rehabil- form NPC (National Panhellenic
itation, and research. Eighty-two per Council) and a Christinas star.
Participating in the figure will be
cent of the Seal money* stays and
works in Roakingham County. The Panhellenic officers and representaremainder goes to the State and Na- tives. Mrs. Bernice R. Varner is adviser to the council.
tional Programs.
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Dear Students:
Student Council has been working on several projects, one of
which is a change of the seating arrangement in assembly. Beginning next semester, in order to be more accurate in checking
roll and in making sure that each student signs up for a seat in
assembly, each class will be seated alphabetically.
We have also checked into the matter of the policies of the
bookstore in buying and selling second-hand books. Tn order to
take care of the overhead incurred in handling these additional
books it has been an established policy that the books are to be
bought at half-price and 20% of the cost is added to the selling
price.
As you probably know, the matter of day-trips has been considered and the manner of signing out has been revised for upperclass students. Instead of signing a day-trip slip, the student riding with friends other than dates will sign in the back of the Dolly
Madison book; girls with dates will sign in the front of the same
book. Later, the two sets of pages will be different in color.
I'm sure that we are all eager to learn just what has been accomplished in the matter of cars on campus. Members of the Council have had one meeting with President Miller, during which time
he liberally discussed the reasons for the established age limit. We
have considered his reasons and are prepared to discuss these points
with him in our next appointment.
Dosie Talbert,
,
Publiicty Chairman

You DID Care
The Y.W.C.A. Cabinet wishes to express itsi, sincere appreciation for the contributions made to CARE during this past week.
Here are the results. This is what you have done. We can
send approximately 3000 pounds of food—enough to feed 140 families of four for a month, or twelve families for a year.
Contributions are still being received and may be presented to
a member of the "Y" Cabinet at any time. December first has
been set as the deadline. So if you were broke when the drive was
underway, remember that it is still not too late.
To the faculty, students, housemothers and personnel of Madison, the "Y" says "Thank you". Because you stood behind us and
gave us such wonderful support, Madison will now be able to do
her bit to bring about a better relationship in the world today.
A most wonderful holiday to you—because you did CARE.
Barbara Copper
Vice-President, YWCA

When Wednesday Rolls Around
Oh! Classes are sure a phenomenal bore!
The facts and the figures of classical lore
Are all of the things we can't bear anymore
When Wednesday rolls around.
The drone of a lecture is more stupid then.—
The learning of history's why, where, or when;
I don't need to tell you I hate it, my friend,
When Wednesday rolls around.
The hours are slow as a snail on a limb
We'd much rather play tennis, or golf, or swim.
Than sitting here yawning and listening to him.
When Wednesday rolls around.
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Providing "turkey dressing" for Mr. Unsuspecting, are Sarah
White and Arden Blackwood. The drooping necktie seems to sense
its temporary location.

"Turkey Trot"

Old MacDonald, Noah Neglect Turkeys
Moral: Keep Turkey In Thanksgiving
"Old MacDonald had a farm . . .
but no one mentioned turkeys. Noah
had a wooden ark but no one mentioned turkeys.
Face the facts;
throughout the pages of history, turkeys have been T^Jectc' v3na yet,
many a feast would have been dull
without them.
Perhaps this negligence is due to
their unattractive appearance. Or maybe it's attributed to the ridiculous
gobble that exudes from their throats.
But you don't have to be a bird lover
to visualize a Thanksgiving Dinner
with cranberry sauce, dressing, and
fish. The turkey is certainly and important factor. Without it, mother
has nothing to cook, father has nothing to carve, and Junior is left with
a peanut-butter sandwich.

Filmfare

Showing at the State Theater beginning on Sunday will be "These
Wilder Years." Starring James Cagney, Barbara Stanwyck and Walter
Pidgeon, this movie tells the story of
a millionnaire trying to change a mistake he made twenty years before.
"Tea and Sympathy" casts John
Kerr as a college boy accused of being sissy. For understanding, he turns
to the older Deborah Kerr, the wife
of instructor Leif Erickson.
This
movie in cinemascope, is sensitively
done. It has received excellent ratings
and is a picture that will not soon
be forgotten by moviegoers. It will
by Lynne Saunders
be showing Sunday through WednesAlgernon Charles Swinburne supday, Nov. 18-21, at the Virginia Theaplies
us with this week's thought.
This year, give the turkey his due ter.
The First is an excerpt from his "The
appreciation. If the bird is in a little
plastic bag in the freezer when you "GATHER YE ROSEBUDS - -" Triumph of Time," and the last from
his "Ave atque Vale: In Memory of
get home, you're a bit late for the
1,381,000
more
women
than
men
live
Charles Baudelaire."
turkey himself to ever know how
in
the
United
States,
the
Census
*
you felt. But if he greets you at the
Bureau
estimates.
However,
the
ratio
O brother, the gods were good to
door, make his last few hours memof
more
women
to
men
only
applies
you.
orable ones; taking him for. walks,
to
those
25
years
old
or
older.
If
Sleep,
and be glad while the world
playing quiet music, or even reading
this
signifies
a
trend,
the
only
way
endures.
to him will give him a boast.
to avoid being an old maid, girls, is
Be well content as the years wear
Regardless of how you handle the
to adopt the motto, "the sooner the
through;
situation, let's keep the Turkey m
better," or in shorter terminology,
Give thanks for life, and the loves
Thanksgiving.
"grab him!"
and lures.
- ■

A Thought For You

Early Madison Days Disclose
Tomato PlantsrDozen Dollar Fee

by Jesse Jefferies
»
Should you run across a tomato
plant on campus, don't be alarmed,
because it could just be one of the
by Larry Bohnert
great, great, great grandplants of a
Sigma Delta Rho fraternity will tomato planted in 1909 by the first
Ah! Blessed relief when the class bells have rung
formally initiate four new pledges on class of Madison students. In 1909 it
And the questions of scholarship then are left—hung!
November 30, 1956. Pledges are: was just as much a part of the curThe stories and lectures are finished and sung
When Wednesday finally comes.
Joe Wine, Harold Price, Roland Ney, riculum to plant a tomato as it is
now for you to pour catsup on one of
Jim Eagle, Duke University and John Earman. Most of the mem- your creations in Home Economics,
Class of'55 bers of the frat ordered mugs this but then, not only did you, have to
year and were quite satisfied with plant the tomato, you had to can it,
I
them when they arrived last week. too.
There have been many other
Eddie Broyles designed the new shield
changes
in the last 47 years bepictured on the front of the mugs.
sides the planting, growing and canFounded 1922
Basketball season is here and the
ning of tomatoes at Madison. One
Madison
Dukes have been practicing
Published Weekly by^the Student Body of Madison College,
touches us all in a spot that hurts;
Harrisonburg, Virginia
diligently for their new year. Under
the pocketbook. Then you could enthe leadership of their new coach,
Editor-in-chief
Business ^Manager ihe team .has scheduled a~game-4or^roll at Madison for the year and pay
Nancy Gardner
Anna Hollowell
ohTy six dollars tuition, of course -this
Faculty Advisor
the near future. More about this later.
did not include room and board. That
Miss Clara Childs
The Men's SGO has its regular was an additional 12 dollars a month;
meeting in Burrus on Monday. After
EDITORIAL BOARD
however, to keep everybody happy,
Associate Editor
— Grace Manly attendance has been checked, the pic- they gave you your towels and bedNews Editor
Connie Faulder ture for the annual will be taken outFeature Editors .
_ Sarah Newton doors. Voting for a "Joseph" for the ding, and 3id all of your personal and
room laundering gratis.
Lynne Saunders
Headline Editors
Pat Evans coming Christmas pageant will be
If you wanted to go on a trip out
Beverly Gooch, Diana Boelt conducted.
Copy Editor _________
of
town, things seemed to be in much
, Ellen Turpin
Exchange Editor
Paul Wenger, Men's SGO president, better shape then, than they are now.
—
—
Carolyn Evans
Make-up Editors
;
——
—
Sylvia Painter has been complimented for the excelIn just a three minute walk, you
Janet Baldwin
Sports
"
—
Pat Schultz lent cooperation and support of the could find yourself looking into the
Reporter for Men Students
—
_ Larry Bohnert parking restrictions. There has been -cowcatchers of two railroad engines—
Reporters —
-=r—
——
=
——
.-■
Ruby Norman,
Betsy Auten, Janet Cook, Beverly McGinnis, Joan Lambert, few tickets given to men students this Chesapeake-Western, or the Baltimore
Mary Minor, Rachael Rowland, Avis Mackey, year.
and Ohio. Railroads ""and terminals
Barbara Freed, Connie Heagy, Jackie Zehring
"Outward
Bound"
begins
tonight,
Typists
seem to have gone the way of the
—-—_-___________ Pat Smith, Jeanie Plummer
don't miss it! The Stratford Players tomato plant.
BUSINESS STAFF
never fail to put on a good show.
And the dorm, (note the singular)
Advertising Manager
Helen Harner
Ad Collectors
Have a good vacation.
could hold sixty-four tomatoes, (young
■--•■■— Ann? Jagiello, EdithShultz, Kay L>agn>
Later!
Kathy Kitchen, Delores Whittaker, Barbara East
industrious ladies) that is. And it

The writings of critics, the movements of art
Are sure not the tnings—that I on my part
Would think of, or hear of, or not even start
When Wednesday rolls around.

IMC

by Nancy
Five days until Madisonites will be
homeward bound!
Speaking of days, were you aware
that we have only 38 shopping days
left before Christmas?
Eloise Lohr and Barbara Cooper
leave by train November 23 at 2:00
a.m. for a U. N. Seminar in New
York City. "Y" cabinets from various parts of the country will be represented.
Dr. Shorts accompanied his two Abnormal Psychology classes for an observation of the mental institution in
Staunton. The classes toured the hospital yesterday, gaining many facts
from their visit.
Initiating a new program this year
is the Fencing Club. A series of open
nights will be held starting Nov. 29.
Sign-up sheets will be posted in Harrison Hall.
'
"Who stole the ding dong, who
stole the bell ft' The college bell system is located, interestingly enough,
beneath Harrison Hall steps. Seems
as though a part of the mechanism
has broken, resulting in no bells, and
excellent excuse for tardiness to
classes. '
o

had nine baths, all indoors, electric
lights in every room, and was heated
by the Paul Automatic Vacuum System—quite the thing then, or at least
you would have thought so the way
the catalogs bragged about it ' It
would move thirty cubic feet of air
a minute, per person mind you; however, you'd have to be an engineer to
know if that was good or bad.
It stands to reason that there were
men around then, but no rules or
regulations against them appear in the
early catalogs. Should you have wanted .to take a day off and go visit a
relative or friend, you had to have a
note from Momma and the okay sign
from the president of Madison himself.
Recreation was at a premium, so
the catalog says. All totaled 4here
were about two sports, one was getting in the outfit to play tennis, and
the other was playing tennis in the
outfit, a cross between wrestling and
swating an evasive mosquito on a hot
night. It stands to reason that the
Physical Education major of that day
was about as one-sided as the flipped
flap-jack on the ceiling.
The excursions on Saturday were
what the Army today calls a mass
maneuver. They included such relaxing features as riding a horse-drawn
carriage through mud, rain and snow
to visit the Cyclopean Towers, today
called Natural Chimneys. It was only
second to riding down town on the
_old bus Madison traded in last year.
However, you must bear in mind,
that they were the good old days.
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Spotlighting The Sports Scene
by Pat Schultz
With many of the top ten winning
their games, the post-season bowl picture was clarified somewhat over the
weekend. So, it seems the big ones
will come this weekend when the ole
football takes some last bounces on
the fields around the nation.
Oregon State, by beating Stanford
20-19 on Saturday, and Iowa, beating
Minnesota 7-0, should shape up for
the Rose Bowl game. Oregon State
still has two games left to play, one
with Idaho and the other with Oregon. Iowa has to face mighty Ohio
State on Saturday.
In the Sugar Bowl, you should find
Tennessee and Georgia Tech. Tennessee is almost certain to win the
Southern Conference championship
when they take on Mississippi this
week.
Georgia Tech faces Alabama tomorrow in a game which they should
win. If these two teams end up in
the Su^ar Bowl, it should prove interesting since Tennessee upset, Georgia Tech last week with a score of
6-0.
Saturday was a bad day for many
Virginia teams. Virginia lost to North
Carolina by a score of 21-7; Wake
Forest held Virginia Tech to a 13-13

Bench Briefs
Sports scene around Campus are:
Coach Long bodily carrying Madison's men students to basketball practice.
/
Sophomore physical education majors spending more time untying knots
than tying them in first aid class.
More sophomore physical majors
in anatomy class—caressing the exposed muscles of a dissected cat*
Junior majors "drowning" their sorrows over water ballet efforts.
Senior hockey girls passing around
the crying ,towel after playing their
last collegiate game.
Orchesis girls enjoying home life
and dinner at Mrs. Hewitt's home.

Welch, Stewart, Zehring, Fill Offices
klemann, president; Mary Ashton, vice
president; and Anita Webb, treasurer,
left for Washington, D. C, on Saturday to take up new residences for
eight weeks.
This left vacant three big offices in
the Athletic Association. In an election
held by the Council, temporary officers were chosen for eight weeks.
Stepping into the office of president
for eight weeks is Sara Welch. "Sam",
a junior from Ashland, Ohio, is majoring in physical education.
She
holds membership in the Mercury
Club and Fencing Club, and is also
a member of the extramural hockey
team.
Shirley Stewart, a junior from Front
Royal also majoring in physical education, will take over the duties of the
vice president.
Shirley also holds
membership in the Mercury Club and
was a member of the hockey team*
Filling the job of treasurer is Jackie

If you like' basketball, if you know
the rules and if you enjoy the game,
you are just the person we want
Three games have been scheduled
so far, and two are tentative. Madison will invade Longwood on February 16; Westhampton on February
23; and Sweet Briar on March 2. The
date for the Lynchburg and Bridgewater games have not been set.
Miss Berkley has set three weeks
of practice before the teams will be
chosen. This allows plenty of time
for each player to show her best
So don ypur basketball outfits, and
be in the gym Monday at 4:30.
o

Madison, Bridgewater
Battle Out Even Game
Coincidence? Maybe. Once again
the Madison and Bridgewater hockey
game ended in a tie. Last Thursday
in typical hockey weather, Bridgewater invaded the Madison campus
and had to settle for a one to one tie.
Madison carried the ball into
Bridgewater territory time after time
but did not reach pay dirt until late
in the first half. Betty Roberts carried the ball down the field and upon
reaching the striking circle drove for
goal. The ball rebounded from the
goalie's pads and Pat Schultz scooped
the ball into the cage/ for the tally.
The second half was evenly played
even though Bridgewater scored. This
score did not come until late in the
game when the Bridgewater left-inner,
Mary Kitty Garber, drove the ball
from the edge of the striking circle
for the score.
Madison gained control of the ball
on the center bully and rushed Nnto
Bridgewater territory. With Bridgewater fouling several times in the
circle, Madison had several chances to
(Continued on Page 4)

Basketballs Start
Bouncing Monday.
Extramural basketball practice gets
underway on Monday at 4:30. Practice will be held each Monday, Thursday and Friday also at 4:30.

deadlock. V.M.I. yielded to West
Virginia by a score of 13-6, and William and Mary found the way rough
as Army ran away with a 34-6 victory.
Revenge was sweet as HampdenSydney handed * Randolph-Macon a
27-7 defeat. With the game deadlocked going'into the final period, Hampden-Sydney h/oke loose for three
quick touchdowns, thus sending Randolph-Macon home with the loss.
Notre Dame has found the way to
victory rough this year. With five
sophomores on the starting line-up,
things look better for the future.
Oklahoma still remains unbeaten inj.
thirty-seven consecutive games and it
looks as though they will remain the
nation's top team for awhile!
\—
o

"Temporarily Yours"

Taking a leave of absence from
their jobs on campus are officers of
the Athletic Association. Hilda Win-

Final Tribute Cites Hockey Players
In Memorable Traits, Experiences
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Posing with faithful hockey sticks are: Hilda Winklemann, Betty
Harrelson, Anita Wood, Tish Quarles, Mary Ashton.
\
These -seniors have officially driven their final collegiate goals into
the Madison cages.
To us, Thursday, November 8 was
just another day, but to five great
gals it wa6 a memorable one that will
last for quite awhile.
Hockey season has passed for another year and the seniors have worn
the gold and purple tunic for the last
time. Now they are away student
teaching, but we have not forgotten
them or the way they have played
so hard for the last four years.
Tish Quarles, the goalie with the
side kick, was just born to be in the
goal »cage; Nete 'Webb, the cat-like
center halfback who distributed the
play of the game in her own way;
Mary Ashton, the left fullback with
the hard hits, a gal who plays with
her heart instead of her stick.
Betty Harrelson, the left wing with
the reverse stick, who always longed
to get in the game and Hilda Winkleman, the right halfback who played
with her nose on the ground while
bringing the ball through to her forward line; these little traits will not
be forgotten for a long time.
Trips to other colleges on the "old"
bus were quite different from those on
the new one; the blankets you carried
to keep warm; playing the game in
rain, snow, and sunshine; all the
memorable trips to the Blue Ridge
Tournament and the anxious moments
awaiting the announcement of who
made the team.
The trips to the Southeast Tournament and the weeks spent at hockey
camp all are just a part of your memories now. The practice day after
day and week after week seemed to
be worth all the trouble.
To them, we wish the best of luck
in all they do. They have left us
with a memory.
o

Thanksgiving Spirit?

A veteran huntsman took a young
amateur hunter along on an expedition in the woods one day. He was
horrified to see him drawing a careful bead on a pheasant running along
the ground. "Hey there!" he cried.
"Don't you know you should never
Zehring, a sophomore from Mount
shoot a running bird?" "Think I'm
Athletic Association officers who are crazy?" retorted the young fellow.
Jackson. Jackie is majoring in /business education. Beverley Pearce re- temporarily filling the shoes of the "Can't you see I'm waiting for it to
mains as secretary.
student teaching officers.
stop?"

Late MC Attempt Fails
To Upset Bridgewater
Following the Saturday, Nov. 10,
game with the varsity squad, MC's
second team took the field. The
Madison junior team lost to Bridgewater's junior team by a score of one
to nothing.
Playing an even first half, both
teams invaded the scoring area time
after time. Madison was the first to
score, but - an off-sides foul nullified
the score. Bridgewater scored late
in the first half and held on to this
lead throughout the game.
Fighting back in the second half,
Madison took the ball deep into the
(Continued on Page 4)

Clinic Needs More
Officiating Students
A preseason basketball clinic will be
held in Reed Gym on November 20
at seven-thirty. Miss Morrison and
Miss O'Neil will conduct and demonstrate to the people a game with the
new rule changes. This game will
have set-up situations so the rule
changes may be easily spotted.
With the conclusion of the explanation of the new rules, a regular game
will be called by Miss Berkley and
Sara Welch. Following the game a
question and answer period will follow.
»
With the season fast approaching,
we need officials for this area. We
are especially interested in arousing
the interest for other students to participate besides the physical education
majors.
So come on gals and give it a try.
The Northwest Board of Officials
needs your help and support.

Sports
Chat
With Pat
With the change of the eight weeks, new sports are now entering the scene. Basketball is pushing aside hockey and football
for another year and trying to make the headlines.
Intramural basketball invaded the gym this week and found
many people interested in the sport. The season is starting earlier
this year in order to allow the players to acquire some coaching
before they engage in actual playing. This year in order to allow the more inexperienced player to
play, extramural players will not be allowed to play on an intramural team. It only seems fair, since the purpose of an intramural
program is to allow players with little experience to gain more
knowledge of the game while playing against others with the same
ability. Be sure to-check the bulletin board in Reed to find out
when you practice.
Coaching sessions are being held from now until Thanksgiving
with practice games to start after the holidays. The tournament
games will get underway after Christmas.
TOUCHE! The Fencing Club is back in action once again.
Last night the club held its first practice of the year. With many
of last years' fencers returning to the club, the future looks bright.
Jenny Shaffer is serving as president of the club this year with
Anne Turner as secretary-treasurer. Best of luck, gals.
Square dance intramurals will be starting on November 26 in
Ashby Gym. So grab yourselves a partner and we'll see you in
"squares" in the gym.
Happy Thanksgiving to all and many thanks "STU".
MEANWHILE
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Delegates Experience Hectic Times,
Hilarious Trials During Recent Trip

Stratford Stages Success

by Grace Manly
represented in one room, the accents
and expressions were as interesting
and often amusing as the sessions. A
debate on editorial objectives between
an Alabama editor and a Brooklyn
editor became, so humorous and heated that crowds flocked from nearby
floors.
Rounding out the convention was
the banquet highlighted by a speech
concerning Freedom of the Press and
Censorship.
The dance terminated
the evening theoretically. But it didn't.
For Shirley and Miss Brady the
church of their choice was on the
other end of Cleveland, consequently
they reached the Statler only several
minutes before the airport limousine
left.
At 12:45 Grace suddenly decided
she must have pizza for lunch. Dragging reluctant Sue through the streets
of Cleveland she finally found a
"pizza place", so ordered, "inhaled it"
Backstage glimpse of Stratford's fall production, '.'Outward Bound."
and was briskly led back by a very
anxious Sue.
Reaching the airport with six min- MADISON BR1DGEWATER
(Continued from Page. 3)
utes before flight time, the returning
journalists played Mercury and fleet score but could not take advantage of
footed it through a half mile obstacle the opportunity.
lodgingsLine-up:
course and were seated as the proNext morning, as early as it can
Returning to the Madison campus
LW Harrelson
CH Webb v
pellers were starting.
ever get, Sue finally emerged from
RH Winkleman in their second season the Canadian
LI Flora
Searching for something to take
under the covers and was inspired to
Players captivated their audience with
LF Ashton
C Schultz
their minds (and stomachs) off the
title her next book, My Day In The
their
brilliant performance of William
RI Roberts
RF Schottroffe
sudden dips and spins the plane was
Anarctic.
Shakespeare's Hamlet.
RW Royall
G Quarles
executing, the returning representaThe exact procedure and how...itj
Only by the competent acting of the
LH Stewart
tives drew up a summary of the
took so-Jong isn't clear, but by noon
cast
was the theme kept as it might
week end.
Friday the original hotel was reached
have
been lost in the avalanche of
Conclusion: Everything took time LATE M.C. ATTEMPT FAILS
and invaded. Fortified with no sleep
the soliloquies.
and money, was fantastic and fun, left
(Continued from Page 3)
or lunch the meetings were tackled.
William Hutt, playing the role of
them sleepy and sage but was worth scoring area. Jackie Poe scored late
Various sessions concerning inevery penny, class cut and flunked in the game but the goal did not Hamlet, supplied humor in the prodividual aspects of the publications
test this week. And there have been count as it had been scored on a free duction that carried the theme of rewere in progress and the aim was to
venge on his father's murderer. The
hit.
many.
get as much from as many as was
audience was also pleased to note
possible.
that most of the actors were familiar
Trying «to cover all the pertinent
from their performance of St. Joan
sessions for the Breeze, Grace spent
last year.
most of her time sprinting through
This theatrical group founded only
the halls, darting from one session to
two years ago has already shown its
In no other country are enrollments
another. "As soon as someone stood .When President Eisenhower prouniqueness in staging methods, carryup to filibuster about his problems, claimed November 11-17, 1956 Amer- as equally distributed between pubing a minimum of equipment. This
I'd dart around in search of another ican Education Week, he urged the lic and private institutions. The field
means that the play is kept almost
"fullest possible participation in ob- of education as seen by these facts,
session. And there were plenty."
entirely in the hands of the actors.
Friday night was free of confer- servance of that week -Dy the people provides a system similar to the check
Specializing in classics their simplicity
and balance system in the political
ences thus it evolved into a getting- throughout the United States."
allows the audience to participate in
In his proclamation, he stressed the world.
acquainted-with-other-delegates-time.
the mental and visual offering.
need for "good schools to keep AmerAnd they did.
Leadership and citizenship in Amero
X
Saturday the 817 delegates, advisors ica strong," dedicating the week to ican culture are their origin and iniand ACP judges resumed session-at- the efforts and achievements of teach- tiality to spiritual, moral, intellectual,
tending. Among the delegates were ers, school and college administrators. and artistic values—values which dePeggy Slcmp
two who had flown from Hawaii, sev- This week an estimated twenty mil- pend on higher education. Through
Hope McAlpin
eral from New Mexico, Southern Cali- lion individuals are visiting schools education, diversification of knowledge
Susie Blankenship
and colleges in national observance needed for economic, effective living
fornia and Washington State.
Noelle Cassidy
By the time twenty states were of the week.
are gained. Opportunity to learn to
Pat Schultz
meet these demands is offered to
Betsy Auten
many young Americans
through
Anne Townes /
scholarship grants and working plans.
Eddie Broyles
The ideal is for every individual to
Danny O'Donald
have the chance to develop his talent
THURSDAY, JANUARY 24,1957
to the greatest possible degree—be1:30- 3:20—Classes that meet for the first time Monday at 10:00.
cause of the need for teachers, college
professors, engineers, and health per3:30- 5:20—Speech. 29, All Sections, Aud.
sonnel. However, college enrollment
FRIDAY, JANUARY 25, 1957
,
8:00- 9:50—Psy. 33, All Sections, Aud., and Gen. Ed. 10, All Sec- is increasing.
"Far from the maddening crowd"
is the reverse of what Madison delegates experienced last week end in
Cleveland. The occasion concerned
the Associated Collegiate Press convention.
In the midst of high winds, Lake
Erie, newsprint, annuals, delegates
and expensive cab rides the Madison
delegation, consisting of Grace Manly
of the Breeze, Shirley Humphries and
Sue Peters of the Schoolma'am and
Miss Brady, sponsor to the Schoolma'am, accumulated varied professional tips for the Madison publications.
Landing in Cleveland at midnight,
there was only a half hour wait for
a cab. Then, "Do you have that unwanted feeling?" queried Shirley when
they reached their hotel at 12:45 a.ni.
only to find there was no room for
them.
A very long trip in a cab around
a very nearby corner led to Cleveland's most prehistoric relic, commonly termed a hotel. Miss Brady's comment that, "It's just for the night, I
hope," grew into a quick prayer as
they familiarized themselves with their

Portrayal Of Hamlet
Officially Reopens
Lyceum Program

Ike Urges Full Participation
In American Education Week

Free Passes Virginia

"Cram Week" Schedule
Set For January 24-31

Madison Misses Attend
Economics Conference
Attending the District Home Economics Workshop at Penn. State held
November first through third were:
Misses Shirley Wright, Charlene
Grimm, Mary Louise Hardy, and
Elizabeth Patterson. Madison, Bridgewater, Mary Washington, Radford,*
and V.P.I, represented Virginia.
Theme of the workshop was "Home
Economics Around the World." Discussion groups such as Family and
Child Relations, Segregation, and Relations of Home Economics Students
Here and Abroad were led by students of Penn. State. Various speakers discussed different phases of
Home Economics around the world.
After the discussion groups the
representatives of Madison observed a
clothing class in operation. The
Home Economics Department at
Penn. State is excellent and very^good
for graduate work.
Mrs. Bernice Varner and Miss
Dorothy Rowe will attend the annual
meeting of the Virginia Dietetic Association to be held at Hotel Chamberlain, Old Point Comfort, Virginia,
on November eighth through tenth.
Mrs. Varner is a past president of
the Association and Miss Rowe is
outgoing secretary.

Dietetics Directors
Attend Conferences
Attending the annual fall meeting
of the Virginia Dietetics Association
at the Chamberlin Hotel in Old Point
Comfort were Mrs. Bernice R. Varner
and Miss Dorothy Rowe of the Home
Economics department.
At a banquet which honored past
presidents of the association, Mrs.
Varner received a paper weight in
the shape of the base of a gaveL Her
name and 1938-1940, the years she
served as president, were engraved
on it
Miss Sue Raine and Miss Jean Copper, Madison College dieticians, attended the national meeting of the
American Hotel Association in New
York City. There they studied institutional equipment and recommended
institution kitchen floor plans.
Three sections of Freshmen Home
Economics attended demonstrations
this week sponsored by the Virginia
Electric and Power Company. Emphasis was placed on saving time,
money, and energy in the use of electric equipment. Miss Patricia Batkin,
former graduate of Madison gave the
VEPCO demonstration.
Another Madison alumnae working
with VEPCO is Lou Watson. She
has compiled a booklet of recipes for
the Home Service Department of
VEPCO. The title is "Cooking Can
Be Fun With Virginia Apples".

Popular Author Throws Political Dice
In Book, "And The Rain My Drink"

tions, Aud.
,
10:00-11:50—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday at 3:30;
H. E. 20, All Sections, Aud., and B. E. 66, All Sections, Rll, R14, and R16.
1:30- 3:20—Eng. 1, All Sections, Aud., and Eng. 33, All Sections,
Aud. (Any conflicts may be resolved from 3 :30-5 :20.)
SATURDAY, JANUARY 26, 1957
8:00- 9:50—Classes that meet for the first time Monday at 3 :30.
10:00-11:50—S. S. 33rAil Sections, Aud.
MONDAY, JANUARY 28, 1957
8:00- 9:50—Classes that meet for the first time Monday at 9:00.
10:00-11:50—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday at 10:00.
1:30- 3:20—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday at 2:30.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1957
'
8:00- 9:50—Classes that meet for the first time Monday at 8:00.
10:00-11:50—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday at 10.00.
1:30- 3:20—Classes that meet for the first time Monday at 1:30.
* WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1957
8:00- 9:50—Classes that meet for the first time Monday at 11:00.
10:00-11:50—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday at 8:00.
1:30- 3:20—Classes that meet for the first time Monday at 2:30.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 31, 1957
8:00- 9:50—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday at 11:00.
10:00-11:50—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday at 9:00.
Note: Any requests for changes should be made to
Dean Percy H. Warren.

There are 190,000 instructors teaching in American colleges at the present, which means there is a ratio of
one instructor for every thirteen students. Considering that the same
proportion of students will continue
to attend college, by 1960, 250,000 college teachers will be needed.

by Mary Minor

Love is« a Many Splendored Thing
was a movie shown on campus last
Saturday. Those who enjoyed it will
be interested in an excerpt from Time
Magazine on the new book . . . .
And the Rain My Drink.
"Han Suyin is an attractive Eurasian physician with a flair for meloThus the search for well-trained dramatizing her life. In Destination
educators, along with expanded col- Chungking (1942) it was her barely
lege facilities, is extensive and pro- disguised experiences as a young girl
portional to the increasing enrollment. whose existence in Peking was rudePresent enrollment of college stu- ly shattered by the war. Her husdents is a record-breaking three mil- band, Chinese General Tang Pao
lion.
By 1965 it is likely to be Huang was killed but Elizabeth (her
doubled causing the need, not only real name) made it to Hong Kong.
for instructors, but also classrooms,] There she had an affair with British
laboratories, offices, and other cam- War Correspondent Mark Elliott.
pus buildings.
When Elliot was killed in Korea,
Ronald B. Thompson, Registrar Han Suyin declared ^that love could
and University Examiner, Ohio State never come again. But only months
University Examiner, Ohio State Uni- later she1 had married a British policeversity said, "
that we would need man whose job was fighting Commun—in the next ten years $6 billion for ists in Malaya. Now comes . . . .
replacement and $7 billion for new And the Rain My Drink, not unnaconstruction—is conservative unless we turally a near novel about Malay.
can find a better way to use our "
As in the'Love is a Many
present facilities."
Splendored Thing the author finds

many excuses for the Communists.
This time it is the stupidity and
repression of the British; the refusal
to givet the Malayan Chinese a bigger
stake in' Malayan life, the need for
young Chinese to find an outlet for
their idealism. Author Han Suyin
is not so crude as to line up on the
Communist side herself, but most of
the native characters who are decent
and serious are sympathetic to the
People Inside. (Mayalan Communists). The despicable ones are anticommunist, usually for despicable reasons. The whites are divided just as
clearly.

Political Touch
Despite this tendency to load her
political dice, Han Suyin can convey
the heat, the squalor and flux of
Asiatic life with expert touches.
Her husband is no longer a policeman. Han Suyin is just back from
an extended visit to Peking, whose
comrade-intellectuals gave her a red
carpet welcome to show that they
liked her and her work even if she
did not (really) like them."
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Inspiration, Blessings, Denote
Coming Holiday For Students

Clubbing It'

Frances Sale Home Economics Club
will hold its fall initiation with Shirley
Wright, president, presiding. At .this
time, freshmen and upperclass students
by Lucy Hook
God as we please, freedom to select
majoring in home economics educa"Let us give thanks unto the Lord, our own leaders, freedom to better
tion, general home economics and
for He is good." At this season of our ot in life, and freedom to think,
dietetics will be received as members
the year we are apt to hear this and speak, write, and act as we believe of the club.
other similar quotations quite frequent- we should. This freedom is part of
Following initiation, there was a
ly. It is Thanksgiving. But what our great American heritage, and we program emphasizing international redoes Thanksgiving really mean to us, are so used to it that too often we lations. Foreign students at Madison
take it for granted. We must rethe students of Madison College?
gave short talks on some aspect of
"Oh," you say, "Thanksgiving is a member that there are millions of peo- their nation's home life.
holiday." You are quite right, but is ple in this world who do not have
Initiated into Ex Libris Club OcThanksgiving just another holiday? our opportunities, and be thankful tober 18, in Senior, East Room were
Is it just a time when we get a few for them.
the following: Grace Booth, Robert
days off from school, when we can go
We should also be very thankful Buchanan, Imogene Harris and Mary
home, eat a huge dinner 'with our for the opportunities we have here at Masincup. At' the regular meeting
families, and perhaps attend a big Madison. Here we can prepare for held November 9, the following were
football game?
Is this really all our chosen vocations, whatever they also initiated: Jackie Jeffries, Sue
Thanksgiving means to you?
may be, and we can also prepare for Fiddle and Katherine Kitchen.
Thanksgiving certainly meant more life in the adult world through our
Cannes and Paris are fascinating
than that to the Pilgrims. They cele- experiences in dormitory and campus places; so are Monaco and the Rivera.
brated the first Thanksgiving Day be- life. The majority of the young peo- Ginger Brown, former president of
cause they were grateful to their ple in this country and in the world Le Cercle Francais, visited these
Maker for His goodness to them. do not have the opportunity of com- places last summer and gave a talk
They had survived a long, hard win- ing to college that we do, and so we on them Thursday, November 8, at
ter and had worked hard all summer should all do our utmost to take ad- the regular meeting of Le Cercle
to raise food for the coming winter. vantage of it.
Francais.
The person who says that he has
They had just reaped a large harvest
During the talk, postcards were
and they knew that they would not nothing for which to be thankful is passed around^-Ginger
5und,C
told of visiting
blind! indeed. If he were to Ww*'-, L^j$^dasjptei
be cold or hungry that year.
'4sP* ^3E3Ee feu*i..us or]and being told It was not necessary
t If these people, who had so little, his life witt
were so thankful for it, should not we, even with that of many people today, | to go in," since there was a pavilion
who have so much, be even more he would find himself to be very outside which furnished good music"!
thankful for what we have? To them, fortunate.
for eating and dancing.
Let us all remember to make this
it was enough just to be alive and to
Jeanne Justice, president, received a
have food and shelter for the coming Thanksgiving Day a day of sincere free membership pin as an expression
winter. There is not one of us at this gratitude to God for all our many of gratitude from the other club members.
college who has to worry about get- blessings.
ting enough food to keep alive, enough
clothing to keep warm, or a shelter
from the cold.
How little we appreciate our many
blessings! Not only do we have the
bare essentials of life, but also we
have every comfort. By far the most
precious blessing we have, however,
is the same one that brought the Pilgrims to this land in the first place.
It is freedom—freedom to worship
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Happy Thanksgivingt Miss Childs

LO O K
where- you're going!

—on your trip home

by GREYHOUND

Question: What's funny, honey? Answer:

DAZE
Saturday, November 17
8:00 p.m. "Outward Bound" presented by Stratford Players
Monifck November 19
7:00 p.m. Jun^K Class rehearsal
Tuesday, November 20
7:30-9:30 p.m. Music department—
auditorium
Wednesday, November 21
12:00 p.m. THANKSGIVING VACATION
Monday, November. 26
8:00 a.m. Thanksgiving vacation ends
Tuesday, November 27
3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Social Service Discussion—Alumnae Hall
8:15 p.m. Community Concert—Songmasters Quartet
Wednesday, November "28
6:30-11:00 p.m.. Junior Class Rehearsal
Thursday, November 29
4:30-5:30 p.m. Freshman Class—auditorium
6:30-11:00 p.m. Junior Class rehearsal
Friday, November 30
College Camp—Sigma Delta Rho

HERSHEY'S
Snacks — Sandwiches
Madison Souvenirs

IF YOU'RE A SMOKER who's never tried a
smoke ring, gej in there and start puffing.
While you're at it, remember: Lucky smoke
rings come from fine tobacco. This makes no
difference to the smoke ring, but it does to
you. You see, fine tobacco means good taste,
and Luckies' fine, naturally good-tasting
tobacco is TOASTED to taste even better.
So make your next cigarette a Lucky, and
call your first smoke ring a Proud Cloud.
STUCK FOR DOUGH?

C0IFFEURE
LORREN'S

Harrisonburg's ■
Leading Beauty \
Shop Welcomes \
All.
■<

Enter Through Hostetter's. <
We have
1
Licensed Operators
<

START STICKLING!
MAKE '25
We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we print—and for hundreds
more that never get used! So start Stickling—they're so easy
you can think of dozens in seconds! Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-word rhyming answers. Both words must have the
same number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send 'em all
with your name, address, college and class to Happy-JoeLucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Luckies Taste Better
CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER I
•A.T. Co.

PKBDUCT

or t/w Jwi«a»(JMfeew-Cc»toa^

AMERICA'S HADING MANUFACTURES OF CIOARBTTRS
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Now For The News
by Mary Minor
This week finds very little change.
The Egyptian question has become a
cease fire. Warsaw confirmed the appointment of General Marion Spychaluky as Minister of Defense. Russians and Hungarians still haggle in
Budapest. Revelations have been made
concerning the population.
Prince Edward County is now being challenged for segregation. T.
Justin Moore is trying to avoid the
challenge to constitutionality by having a special three man court convene.
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Come in And
BROWSE

I

at

AND SERVICE"

j Jjlakemorez/lowers

The Friendly Music Store!

Free Passes State

iiiiiiiini.il

Jewelers

"THE BEST IN FLOWERS

I LOEWNER'S j
| MUSIC SHOP |
'•.iiliiiiilili.nl mi

"The Shop To Know In
Harrisonhurg, Va."
115 E. Market St

John W. Taliaferro
Sons
CARRIES

TO 12:00 P.M.

PATTERNS

CURB SERVICE

Dial 4-4487
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Let
it
rain!
SISTER,
YOU'RE THE
SKIPPER
IN

VIRGINIA

^OU WESTER

SUNDAY thru WEDNES.
Coming December 2

BED

The GrealeX Motion Picture Of All Time

STARTS SUNDAY

f"a»nion M O'tr the Shoe

M-GM'S
DARING
ik STORY!

TEEN-AGER FACES THE
FACTS OF
~ LIFE!

Take command of sassy weather like
an old salt in these saucy Sou'wester
U; S. Gaytees. Wear them with the
flashing metal buckles fastened or
flapping. Sou'westers pull over snoes
easily, keep 'em slick as a whistle.
And to clean Sou'westers, just wipe
inside and out with a damp cloth.
They dry for instant wear. Get
Sou'wester U. S. Gaytees now.

"-'TEAAND^
M-G-M piwenti

JAMES CAGNEY
| BARBARA STANWYCK
m THESE WILDER YEARS

SYMPATHY'
Deborah'

'John

KERFUKERR
^ Leif ERICKSON • Edward ANDREWS)

Use the plead box
to tote things in!

CINtMASCOM t M£T*OCOtO*

V. ALTER PIOGEON

$3.95

"WAR AND PEACE"

Yellow, red, blue;
^ black or white, with
corduroy trim.

Radio —TV—Record Players
REPAIRING

CHEW

OPENS AT 6:00 A.M.

A COMPLETE LINE

REPAIRED AT

Warner's

BROTHERS

242 E. Water

United Stales Rubber

Tel. 43631

Discover the difference between "just smoking" and Camels!
K. 1. Beynoldi Tab. Co., Wlniton-Sakm, N. a

miinilH^

Come for Breakfast—

HAVE YOUR WATCH

SECRET SCOOP

••■

i

OF ALL ACTIVE STERLING

Where The Work Is
Guaranteed
And The Price Is
Reasonable

Still trying to scoop a story, the
Breeze staff extends its best wishes
to you for a Merry Christmas I
P. S. Happy New Year too!

in

I HUMMEUS I
| DAIRY RITE

54 SOUTH MAIN STREET

HEFNER'S

Ann Hearl
Elonor Wayne
Tish Quarles
Mary Ashton
Bev Bowman
Patsy Wheeler
Peggy Cupp
Stewart Iglehart
Joe Purdham

Hill

\

You'll find Camels taste richer, fuller, more
deeply satisfying. The exclusive Camel blend
of quality tobaccos brings you smooth smoking.
You're sure to enjoy Camels, the most
popular cigarette today. They've really got itf

